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This invention relates to a locomotive Crane,

or like machine, and has more especial reference
to a machine of the character adapted to travel
5

On railroad or other tracks and equipped with
nechanism for hoisting, swinging and/or ex
cavating, etc. Machines of the general type
Which the invention presents are used in connec
tion with the repair and laying of track rails, the
alteration of trackage, and for other well known

O purposes.

t is often desirable that a machine of the

5

members of the crane or machine and adapted to
be brought into mesh with one or more rack mem

bers associated with set-off rails designed to be
laid crosswise of main track rails upon which

Said Crane or machine is adapted to travel, and 5
also equipped with idler wheels adapted to be
Supported by Said set-off rails while at least One
of Said drive gears is in mesh with at least one of
Said rack members, whereby when a driven mem
ber of the crane or machine is actuated, While 10
Said idler wheels are supported by said set-off

nature of a locomotive crane be equipped with
Some arrangement of means whereby the na
chine can be readily, quickly and easily removed
from railroad or other tracks, as, for example, to
allow travel along the tracks and past the ma
chine of passenger or freight trains.

rails and a drive gear upon said driven member
is in mesh with one of said rack members, said
Crane or machine will be propelled off of said
main track rails to one or the other side thereof,
depending upon the direction in which said driv

removing the Crane or machine from traveling

ported upon said car body or truck, working
mechanism upon said rotatable platform or deck,
main wheels upon said car body or truck adapted
to travel on main track rails, a prime mover upon
said rotatable platform or deck for driving said 25
main Wheels either mechanically or electrically
and in either direction, forwardly or rearwardly,
and a novel and improved arrangement of means
asSociated with a member upon said car body or
truck and adapted to be driven in either direction 30
by Said prime mover for removing said crane or
machine from said main track rails.
A further object is to provide a locomotive
Crane, or like machine, which will include a car
body or truck, a platform or deck rotatably sup 3 5
ported upon said car body or truck, Working

3.

en member is actuated.

A further object is to provide a locomotive
An object of the invention is to provide a loco
or like machine, which will include a car
1notive crane, or like machine, which will include Crane,
a novel and improved arrangement of means for body or truck, a platform or deck rotatably sup- 20
rails therefor.

A further object is to provide a locomotive
Crane, or like machine, which Will include means

2. 5

for removing the crane or machine from travel
ing rails therefor and will also include mecha
niSmS aSSOciated With Said removing means in
novel and improved manner.
A further object is to provide a locomotive
Crane, or like machine, having means for renov

ing the crane or machine from traveling rails

therefor, and which crane or machine will include
Various improved features and characteristics of
35

Construction novel both as individual entities of
the crane or machine and in combination with
each other.

A further object is to provide a locomotive

crane, or like machine, which will include a driv
en member upon a car body or truck of said Crane
Or machine adapted to travel on main track rails,
a drive member upon said driven member, idler
Wheels upon Said car body or truck, set-off rails

adapted to be laid acroSS said main track rails in
supporting relation to said idler wheels, a rack
member, or equivalent, adapted to be engaged by
said drive member when said idler wheels are

Supported by said set-off rails, and means for
actuating the driven member, whereby to propel
the crane or machine off said main track rails to

one or the other side thereof, depending upon

mechanism upon said rotatable platform or deck,
as for hoisting, Swinging, etc., main wheels upon
said car body or truck adapted to travel upon
Imain track rails, a prime mover upon said rotat- 40
able platform or deck for driving said working
mechanism and for propelling said main wheels
in either direction, forwardly or rearwardly,
means upon Said Car b0dy or truck included as a
part of the driving connection between said prime 45
mover and said main wheels adapted to be rotat
ed in either direction by said prime mover, a drive
member fixed to rotate with said means, idler
Wheels upon said car body or truck and situated
at right angles to said main wheels, set-off rails 50

the direction in which the driven member is actu
ated.

adapted to be laid across said main track rails

crane, or like machine, equipped with one or more
drive gears arranged upon a driven member or

gaged by said drive member while said idler

A further object is to provide a locomotive

in Supporting relation to said idler wheels, and a
rack member, or equivalent, adapted to be en

wheels are supported by said set-off rails, the 55

2
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rack member, or equivalent, being fixed relative
ly to said main track rails and extending cross
Wise thereof, whereby when said means is actu
ated in either direction while said idler wheels

are supported by said set-off rails the crane or
machine will be propelled in corresponding direc
tion off of said main track rails to one side thereof.
O

A further object is to provide a locomotive
crane, or like machine, of the general character
as stated, which will include a type of combina
tion set-off rail and rack member of novel and
improved construction for engagement by a drive
member of the Crane or machine.

Fig. 10 is a bottom plan view of a machine
of modified Construction including features of

the invention.

With respect to the drawings and the numerals
of reference thereon, the locomotive crane in

cludes a car body or truck consisting of a frame

5 having bearings 6 for front and rear axles 7
rigidly supporting main traveling Wheels 8. A
coupling member 9 upon the frame 5 is for the
purpose of coupling the locomotive Crane with a
different vehicle or car, which in some instances

may be propelled by the locomotive crane, and
in some instances may propel Said locomotive

A further object is to provide a locomotive
Crane, or like machine, of the general character
The frame 5 supports a platform or deck 20
as stated, which will include a rack member, or which is rotatable on said frame. As shown, a
equivalent, and a rotatable driven gear, Or equiv hollow upright or standard 2 is suitably secured
alent, adapted to cooperate with each other in upon the frame 5, and the platform or deck
novel and improved manner in the operation of 20 includes a vertical Opening 22 which receives
removing the crane or machine from main track said upright or standard 2. The vertical open
rails.
ing 22 desirably has a bushing 23 therein in di
Care,

15

20

10

-

20

And a further object is to provide a locomo rect engagement with the hollow upright or
tive crane, or like machine, which will include standard 2.
a novel and improved arrangement of means,
A circumferential portion of the platform or
25 for removing the crane or machine from main deck 20 includes conveniently mounted rollers 24 25
traveling rails therefor, constituted as a rotatable Spaced about said platform or deck and concen
gear driven through the instrumentality of a tric with the vertical opening 22, said rollers 24
prime mover of said crane or machine, a rack being Supported upon and ridable over a bull
member with which said rotatable gear coop gear 25, which is also concentric with said open
30 erates, set-off rails adapted to be laid across Said ing 22 and is fixedly attached to the frame 5 30
main traveling rails, and idler wheels upon the in any convenient manner.
crane or machine adapted to be supported by said
A boom upon the rotatable platform or deck
Set-Off rails.
20, which boom may be of usual construction,
With the above objects in view, as well as is designated 26, and is pivoted upon a part of
35 others which will appear as the specification pro the platform or deck as at 27. A mast (not :

55

ceeds, the invention comprises the construction, shown) of usual construction may also be ar
arrangement and combination of parts as now to ranged upon the rotatable platform or deck.
be fully described and as hereinafter to be speci A cable 28 is for the purpose of accomplishing
fically claimed, it being understood that the dis hoisting or raising and lowering operations of
closure herein is merely illustrative and intended the boom 26. A drum 29 for actuating the cable
in no Way in a limiting Sense, changes in de 28 is mounted upon the rotatable platform or
tails of construction and arrangement of parts deck. A cable 30 extends over a sheave 3 upon
being permissible so long as within the Spirit the outer end of the boom 26 and supports a
of the invention and the Scope of the claims hoisting hook 32. A drum 33 for actuating the
Which follow.
cable 30 is also mounted upon said rotatable plat
In the accompanying drawings forming a part form or deck.
of this Specification,
The rotatable platform or deck 20 suitably
Fig. 1 is a side elevational view of a locomo Supports a power plant or prime mover, which
tive crane made according to the principles of is as disclosed constituted as an internal combus
the invention and situated upon main track rails, tion engine 34. The internal combustion engine
parts being broken away;
includes a driven shaft 35, and a sprocket chain
Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the locomotive 36 which rides over a sprocket wheel upon Said
crane, parts being omitted and broken a Way;
driven shaft 35 also rides over a sprocket wheel
Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view, taken on fixed upon a horizontal shaft 37 suitably mounted
line 3-3 in Fig. 2;
upon the platform or deck 20. The end of the
Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the locomotive shaft 37 opposite the Sprocket chain 36 fixedly

crane;

Fig. 5 is a top plan view, on a reduced scale,
of the locomotive crane and main track rails of
60

Fig. 1, additionally disclosing the set-off rails and
rack members employed in the Operation of re
moving the locomotive crane from main track
rails;
Fig. 6 is a detail sectional view, taken on line

6-6 in Fig. 5;

carries. a Small gear 38, a portion of said Small
gear 38 being disclosed in Fig. 2. The Small
gear 38 meshes with a gear 39 fixed upon a hori
Zontal shaft 40 directly above the shaft 37 and
suitably mounted upon the rotatable platform or
deck 20. The gear 39 also meshes with a gear
4 fixed upon a horizontal Shaft 42 at a Side
of the shaft 37 and parallel therewith. Said

40

45

50

55

60

horizontal shaft 42 is also suitably mounted upon
Fig. 7 is a detail sectional view, taken on line the rotatable platform or deck. It Will be seen 65
T-7 in Fig. 5;
that when the shaft 37 is driven by the internal
Fig. 8 is a fragmentary elevational view de combustion engine 34, through the instrumen
tailing one of the duplicate drive gears and one tality of the sprocket chain 36, both of the Shafts
70 of the duplicate rack members and the manner 40 and 42 can also be driven through the in
70
in which the rack members and drive gears co strumentality of the gears 38, 39 and 4.
operate with each other;
The drums 29 and 33 are carried by the hori
Fig. 9 is a fragmentary elevational view de Zontal shaft 40 and are normally loose upon said
tailing a connecting hinge between sections of shaft. Said drums 29 and 33 are adapted to be
75 either set-off rail with rack member; and
rotated, independently of each other, with said 5
65

3
upright or standard 2. The vertical
shaft 40. A clutch, denoted generally at 43, is hollow
shaft 63 is a propelling shaft for the vehicle and
2,142,860

for the purpose of clutching the drum 29 to the extends downwardly through the hollow upright
shaft 40, and a clutch lever 44 is for actuating
standard to position below the frame 5, about
said clutch 43 to operative and inoperative posi or
as
in Fig. 3. A casing 65 on the car body 5
tions. A clutch, denoted generally at 45, is for or shown
truck
is
associated with the lower end of the
the purpose of clutching the drum 33 to said hollow upright
or standard 2, and the lower por
shaft 4, and a clutch lever 46 is for actuating tion of the vertical
shaft 63 fixedly carries a bevel
said clutch 45 to operative and inoperative posi gear 66 which is situated
in said casing 65. The
tions. The clutches 43 and 45 are of ordinary bevel gears 60 and 6 mesh
with portions of the 0.
construction
and
are
operated
in
Well
known
O
gear 62 at the opposite sides of the verti
manner requiring no further description herein. smaller
63, and clutches 10 are for separately
Each drum 29 and 33 is as disclosed provided cal shaft said
bevel gears 60 and 6 to said shaft
With a brake 47. The brakes 47 may be of well clutching
A single clutch lever 67 is for actuating each
known construction. In Fig. 2, numeral 48 indi 37.
of the clutches 0 for the bevel gears 6 and 6. 5
15 cates a braking pedal for operating the brake 47 The arrangement is such that both clutches 76
associated with the drum 29, and 49 indicates a may be inoperative, or either clutch, but not both,
braking pedal for operating the brake 47 asso may
be operative to clutch one or the other of
ciated with the drum 33.
The shaft 42 conveniently supports oppositely said bevel gears. 60 or 6 to the shaft 37. Evi
20

25

disposed bevel gears, represented 50 and 5, re
spectively, each normally loose on said shaft 42.
The bevel gears 50 and 5 mesh with a larger
bevel gear 52 fixed upon a vertical shaft 53 suit
ably mounted in bearings 54 fixed upon the rotat

dently, when the bevel gear 60 is clutched to the

20

shaft 37 and said shaft is rotated, the Smaller
gear 62, with the vertical propelling shaft 63 and

the bevel gear 66, will be rotated in one direction,
and when the bevel gear 6 is clutched to said
37 and the shaft is rotated, said smaller
able platform or deck 2). Said vertical shaft 53 shaft.
gear 62, With the vertical propelling shaft 63 and

25

fixedly carries a pinion 55 at its lower end which the bevel gear 66, will be rotated in opposite direc
meshes With the teeth of the bull gear 25. The
Said bevel gear 66 is connected up, in a
bevel gears 59 and 5 mesh with portions of the tion.
manner to be set forth, to drive the main travel
larger gear 52 at the opposite sides of the Wertical ing
wheels 8, and the direction of rotation of 30
30 shaft 53, and clutches 56 are for separately said bevel gear 66 determines the direction of
clutching said bevel gears 50 and 5 to said shaft travel of said main. Wheels 8, to propel the loco
é2. A single clutch lever 57 is for actuating each
forwardly or rearwardly, as the case
of the clutches 56, the arrangement being such motive crane
may be. The specific arrangement for clutching
that both clutches 56 may be inoperative, or either the
bevel gears 60 and 6 to the shaft 37 is well 35
one, but not both, operative to clutch one or the known
and requires no further description
other of the bevel gears 50 and 5 to the shaft
$2. Evidently, when the bevel gear 50 is herein.
A brake 68 for the shaft 3, and hence for the
clutched to the shaft 42 and said shaft is rotated, vertical
propelling shaft 63, may be of any Suit
the larger gear 52, with the vertical shaft 53 and able construction,
and said brake 68 may be actu 40
the
pinion
55,
will
be
rotated
in
one
direction,
and
40
ated
by
means
of
braking pedal 69, similar to
when the bevel gear 5 is clutched to said shaft the braking pedalsa48,
49 and 59. A brake such
A2 and the shaft is rotated, said larger gear 52, as 68 is ordinary equipment
of machines of the
With the vertical shaft 53 and the pinion 55, will present general character, and
requires no fur
be rotated in opposite direction. Rotation of the ther description herein. pinion 55 in either direction will, obviously, cause
internal combustion engine 3d Will include
the platform or deck 20 to be rotated in direction a The
usual clutch manipulatable to operative and
to correspond about its axis, by reason of the en inoperative
by a clutch pedal i? adjacent
gagement of said pinion 55 with the bull gear 25. to the clutchpositions
pedals
48,
49, 59 and 69. The brake
The specific arrangement for clutching the bevel 69 will of course be operated
to bring the shafts
gears
5
and
5
to
the
shaft
42
is
well
known
and
50 requires no fuller description herein.
37 and 63, and hence the locomotive crane, to
while the engine clutch is in
A brake 58 for the shaft 42, and hence for the stationary position
position. The clutches
for the
rotatable platform or deck 20, may be of any Suit inoperative
bevel gears 60 and 6 will ordinarily both be in
able construction, and said brake 58 may be ac inoperative
positions when the car body or truck
tuated by means of a braking pedal 59, similar to
55 the braking pedals 48 and 49. A brake Such as of the locomotive crane is in stationary position
58 is ordinary equipment of machines of the and the shafts 40 and/or 42 are driven, through
including the shaft 37.
present general character, and, therefore, re instrumentalities
It will be evident that when the engine clutch
quires no further description herein.
is in inoperative position, the sprocket chain 36
60 The clutches 43 and 45 may be inoperative and all of the mechanisms driven thereby will
When the brakes are applied to the drums 29 and be disconnected from the internal combustion
33. In addition, there may be included any suit engine. When the engine clutch is in operative
able type of means well known in the present art position and the internal combustion engine is
for disconnecting the shaft 49 from driving Con operating, the shaft 3 will be rotated. Said
65 nections when a brake is applied to either drum shaft 37 can selectively be out of driving connec
39 or 33. Also, there will be included a suitable
type of Weil known means for disconnecting the tion with the Vertical propelling shaft 63 or con
nected up with said shaft 63 to drive it in either
Shaft 2 from driving connections When the brake direction,
to propel the locomotive crane for
S3 is applied to said shaft 42.
Wardly or rearwardly, depending upon whether
iiie
shaft
3
conveniently
supports
oppositely
70 disposed bevel gears, represented 60 and 6, re both of the clutches 70 are in inoperative posi
spectively, each normally loose on said shaft 37. tions, or either of said clutches 70 is in operative
The bevel gears 6 and 6 mesh with a smaller position. Each drum 29 and 33 can be selectively
and independently rotated, or not rotated, while
bevel gear 32 fixed upon a vertical shaft 63 suit the
shaft 37 is rotating and while the shaft 42 5
ably mounted in bearings 64 supported by the
75

4
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is rotating or stationary. Similarly, said shaft
42 can be selectively rotated or not rotated. While
the shaft 37 is rotating and either or both drums
29 and 33 are rotating or stationary. When the
shaft 42 is operating, the shaft 53 may be ro

5

tated in either direction or remain Stationary.
And all of the brakes and clutches are capable
of independent actuation, the operating parts as
a whole being adapted to satisfactorily accom

complishment of their intended purpose, and an
arrangement of means is provided for conven
iently and quickly removing said locomotive
crane from main track rails, as of railroad or
other tracks. That is, the locomotive crane is
equipped with mechanism through the instru
mentality of which it can be shifted laterally

5

while above the elevation of main track rails and
thus removed from said main track rails, aS, for

plish all of the working operations in the ma example, to allow passage of passenger or freight 0
chine, as well as to accomplish mechanical pro trains or vehicles.
pulsion of the machine.
As disclosed, the horizontal driven shaft
The locomotive crane includes a variable speed fixedly
spaced apart drive members or
transmission located in the casing 65, a gear gears 87,carries
including
a drive member or gear 8
5 shifter 72 being for the purpose of manipulating
at each side of the transmission casing 65 and 5
or shifting the gears of said transmission in CuS adjacent to a gear box. 78. As shown more
tonary manner. The transmission includes clearly in Fig. 8, each drive gear 87 is a split
shiftable gears 73 slidably mounted upon a hori member detachably secured, as at 88, to the hori
Zontal shaft 4 suitably and conveniently mount Zontal driven shaft 77. The drive members or
20 ed in the transmission casing 65. The horizon gears
87 are, evidently, adapted to be rotated in
tail shaft 74 fixedly carries a bevel gear 75. With either direction by the prime mover or internal
which the bevel gear 66 meshes. The shiftable combustion engine 34 upon the rotatable plat
gears 13 are adapted to be selectively brought form
or deck 20, inasmuch as said drive members
into engagement with gears 76 fixed upon a hor
gears 87 are fixed to the horizontal driven
25 izontal driven shaft 77 mounted in said Casing or
member 77 included as a part of the driving con 5
65. The opposite end portions of the horizontal nection
between said prime mover or internal
shaft extend out of and beyond the transmis combustion
and the main track wheels 8,
sion casing 65, and each end portion of Said which mainengine
track wheels are capable of being
horizontal shaft, 77 is suitably mounted in a
30 gear box 78 fixed upon the frame 5, there be driven to propel the locomotive crane in either
forwardly or rearwardly. While two 8
ing one of the gear boxes 8 adjacent to each direction,
drive members or gears 87 are included and may
O

of the front and rear axles T. Each end of the

be desirable in certain instances, only one drive
member or gear such as 87 is essential, as will
become apparent.

upon a horizontal shaft 8 mounted in the cor
responding gear box, and also mounted, as at 82,
upon the frame 5. Each horizontal shaft 8 is
adjacent to and parallel with an axle ll, and slid
ably supports a shiftable gear 83 adapted to be
brought into and out of mesh with a gear 84
fixed upon the adjacent axle 7, as by employ

flanged idler wheels 89 arranged in pairs. That

horizontal shaft TT fixedly carries a bevel gear
79 situated in the corresponding gear box 8.
35 Each bevel gear 79 meshes with a bevel gear 80

ment of a gear shifter 85.
It will be evident that upon rotation of the

The locomotive crane includes two sets of

is, there are two sets of idler wheels of two idler
wheels each, including a forward set of trans

versely alined idler wheels just in advance of

the forward drive member or gear 87 and a rear 40
Ward set of transversely alined idler wheels just
to the rear of the rearward drive member or gear
87. The idler wheels are disposed in right angle

relation to the main drive or travel wheels. Each
propelling shaft 63, and with it the bevel gear 66, of
the four idler wheels employed is adjacent a
in either direction, the main traveling wheels 8 corner
of the frame 5 of the car body or truck

at front and rear of the car body or truck Will
is Suitably and conveniently mounted, as at
be rotated in corresponding direction, through and
90,
in
a bracket 9 secured to said frame, as at
the instrumentality of the bevel gear 75, the 92. The
brackets 9 extend downwardly from the
50 shaft 74, the variable speed transmission when frame
5. As shown, the flanged idler wheels at

operative, the horizontal driven shaft 7, each each side, respectively, Of the car body or truck

set of bevel gears 79 and 80, the shafts 8, and
each set of gears 83 and 84, to propel the loco
motive crane, either forwardly or rearwardly as
55 the case may be.
The gear shifters 85 are present and the gears
83 are shiftable into and Out of mesh with the

are situated between and in Spaced relation to
the main track wheels at the corresponding side

of said car body or truck, in aligning relation with
A pair of sets 93 of set-off rails are provided,
including a set of set-off rails corresponding to
each transversely arranged pair or set of flanged
idler wheels 89. As shown, a rack member 94,
said main track wheels and with each other.

gears 84 to the purpose that the front and rear
axles 7, 7 can be released from operative con
nection with the driving mechanism therefor, as
when the locomotive crane is to be propelled by or equivalent, is associated with each set 93 of
an attached car or vehicle. At times when the

Set-off rails, there being a rack member 94 corre
Sponding to each drive member or gear 8. When
only one drive member or gear 8 is employed

55

50

locomotive crane is being propelled by its own
power to drive the main track wheels 8, the there need be but one rack member associated
gears 83 and 84 of each set are in mesh.
One of the sets of Set-Off rails. The other
The variable speed transmission disclosed in With
set
of
Set-off rails can be without a rack member.
cludes capacity for two different speeds. The in Speaking
generally, When the locomotive crane
ternal combustion engine can of course itself in is to be shifted
and removed from main
clude capacity for additional different speeds. track rails such laterally
as
86,
the
sets 93 of set-off rails
Desirably, the locomotive crane will have capac are laid across the main track
rails and the idler
ity for four different speeds, that is, high, third, wheels of each transversely arranged pair or 70
Second and low.
set of flanged idler wheels are positioned upon
The main track wheels 8 of the locomotive each set of Set-off rails. The arrangement is
crane are adapted to travel on main track rails such that when the flanged idler wheels are upon
86 which are of ordinary construction to the ac the set-off rails, the teeth of each drive member 75

2,142,860

5

or gear 87 are in mesh with the teeth of a cor

in Figs. 6 and 7. That is, when the set-off rails

relation to the bodies of said rack members and

drive gears, as disclosed in Fig. 8, so that while

bearing Surfaces of the different set-off rails will
be in a single plane the position of which will be
determined by the grade of the trackage. The

is taken by said drive gears and rack members.
Instead, all of the Weight is Supported by the set
off rails and idler wheels, as will be understood.
When the set-off rails are arranged across main

O
When the grade of the trackage is Zero.
Each portion of each rack member 94 includes

in operative position across main track rails,
responding rack member 94. Desirably, the are
the supporting or bearing surfaces of the por
Outer portions of the teeth of the drive gears tions
structures 96 and 97 of each set-off rail
and rack members, respectively, are in clearing are inorhorizontal
alinement. The Supporting or
the drive gears 87 and the rack members 94 inter
mesh, none of the Weight of the locomotive crane
O

5

20

25

with rack member includes at least two sepa
rately built portions or structures, denoted 96
and 97, respectively, which are hingedly con
nected, as at 98, end to end and are adapted to

be brought into alining relation, as shown in full
and dotted lines in Fig. 5, so that in the instance
of each set of Set-Off rails, the set-off rail por
30 tions of the separately built structures 96 and
97 When alined provide a continuous supporting
or bearing surface lying in a single plane for the
idler wheels, and the rack member portions of
Said separately built structures when allined pro
35 Wide a continuous rack surface lying in a single
plane adapted to be engaged by one of the drive

40

different Set-off rails will lie in a horizontal plane

a flange part O2 by means of which the rack
are supported upon the rails 99 and fo,
track rails, the portions of the set-off rails over portions
respectively,
flange part 02 being bolted
said main track rails are directly supported to a rail as ateach
93. The rack members and their
thereby, as will be apparent from Figs. 5 and 6, flange parts may
webs 04 for providing
While the portions of said set-off rails at the side Strength. Certaininclude
of
the
bolts O3 Which Secure
of the main track rails are supported by specially the rack portions to the inner
of the rails
laid and built-up ties 95, or the like, as will be may also Secure the elements sides
05
of
the hinges
clear from FigS. 5 and 7.
98
to
the
rails,
as
will
be
obvious.
To
save
mate
It will be apparent that each set of set-off rails
With rack member could be a single length struc rial and reduce weight the flanges fo2 can be
ture, but for convenience each Set of set-off rails

members or gears 87, as will be understood, the
continuous rack Surface as shown being parallel
With the continuous supporting or bearing surface
and in about the horizontal plane thereof in the
instance of each set of set-off rails. One set of

s

5

20

Cut away at intervals, as at 06.
To remove the locomotive crane from the main

track rails 86, the car body or truck of said
locomotive crane will be caused to travel on said 25

main track rails to location where the fianged
idler wheels 89 of each transverse pair or set

of idler Wheels are opposite one of the sets of
Set-off rails. When the sets of set-off rails are
at position where it is desired to remove the
locomotive crane from the main track rails. The
tWO Sets of Set-Off rails will of course be located
at distance apart equal to the distance between
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idler wheels 89 at each side of the car body, or

truck. With the set-off rails and rack members 35

Situated as in full lines in Fig. 5, the locomotive

Crane Will be elevated, in any convenient manner,
the portions or structures 96 will be swung from

their full line positions in Fig. 5 to their dotted
line positions in Said figure, to be located beneath 40
the idler wheels 89, and the locomotive crane will
be lowered to situate said idler wheels upon the
Supporting or bearing surfaces of said portions
or Structures 96, as disclosed in Fig. 6. When

set-off rails is a left set, and the other set of set
off rails is a right set. The rack member portions
are in each instance secured to the inner sides the flanged idler wheels 89 are supported by the 45
45 of the separate portions of the different sets of Set-off rails, the teeth of the drive members or
set-off rails, in Order to alline With the drive mem gears 8 will be engaged with the teeth of the
bers or gears 87 which are as disclosed at the rack members 94, as before set forth. Upon ro
inner sides of the flanged idler wheels 89.
tation of the horizontal driven shaft 77 in in
Each portion or structure 96 of each set of tended direction, by means of the prime mover 50
50 set-off rails as shown may include an ordinary or internal combustion engine 34 and the mecha
rail 99 to the bottom of which a spacing or lift nism as already described, the drive members or
member 100 is welded, the purpose of said spacing gears
87 will be caused to ride longitudinally over
or lift member 00 being to make provision for the rack
94, toward and to one side or
clearance between the main traveling wheels 8 the othermembers
of
the
main
track rails 86, the idler 55
55 and the main track rails 86, when the idler wheels wheels 89 will be caused to roll in correspond
89 are upon set-off rails laid across Said main ing direction longitudinally of the set-off rails
track rails, additional to the clearance which 93, and the locomotive crane will thus obviously
would be provided by the ordinary rails 99 alone. be
transversely away from position over
That is, the ordinary rails 99 and the spacing theshifted
main
track
rails to one side thereof. When 60
30 or lift members 00 together provide the neces the locomotive crane is shifted laterally of main
sary lift in the embodiment of the invention as track rails to the desired position, the engine
disclosed for situating the main traveling wheels clutch will be moved to inoperative position by
8 in clearing relation to the main track rails 86
of the clutch pedal 7, and the movement
necessary for movement of the locomotive crane means
of
said
locomotive crane Will be arrested by appli 65
65 transversely of said main track rails. The spac Cation of the brake 68 through operation of the
ing or lift members 00 need only extend along braking pedal 69. Said brake 68 functions in the
parts of the portions or structures 96 which di Same manner to bring the locomotive crane to
rectly engage the main track rails 86. Each Stationary position upon the set-off rails 93 as
portion or structure 97 of each set of Set-Off
does to stop said locomotive crane upon the 70
rails as shown includes an ordinary rail Of, itmain
rails 86. To place the locomotive
similar to each ordinary rail 99 without its spac crane track
back upon the main track rails 86 the
ing or lift member 00, and the ties 95, or the like, operations
as described are reversed. When the
are built up under the portions or structures 97 drive members
or gears 87 are being propelled
to elevation above the main track rails, Note
to
remove
the
locomotive
crane from the main 75
5 the comparative relation of the rails 99 and Ol
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track rails, the gear shifters 85 may be situated generator (not shown) upon a rotatable platform
to position the gears 83 out of mesh with the or deck of the machine and driven by the prime

gears 84, so that the main track wheels 8 will
be stationary While the locomotive crane is be

mover or internal combustion engine and opera
tively
connected to the electric motors O7 by
ing shifted laterally.
employment of the lead wires f20. That is, the 5
The working mechanism itself of the locomo main traveling wheels f of the machine of
tive crane can be conveniently employed to situ Fig. 10 are driven through the instrumentality
ate the idler wheels 89 upon the set-off rails 93 of a prime mover or internal combustion engine
When said set-off rails are laid across main track upon a rotatable platform or deck by the em
O rails by engagement of the hook 32 with a rail ployment of electrical energy, instead of by the
or tie and operation of the drum 33 to shorten employment of mechanical energy as hereinbe
the portion of the cable 30 between said hook 32 fore Set forth.
and the sheave 3f. Thus the car body or truck
The machine of Fig. 10 includes brakes 2
can be tilted to separately cause the front end for the main traveling wheels
, there being
15 portion and the rear end portion thereof to be a brake 2 upon each shaft f A. The brakes
lifted so that set-off rails can be placed beneath f2 are of Ordinary construction. A reach rod
the idler wheels. That is, the cable 30 with hook f22 extends inwardly from each brake 2, and
32 can be manipulated to elevate one end of the each reach rod 22 is pivotally attached at its
car body or truck so that one of the set-off rails outer end, as at f 23, to suitable manipulating
20 can be situated beneath, the idler Wheels at the mechanism for the corresponding brake. The
elevated end of said car body or truck, and there inner end of each reach rod 22 is pivotally
after said cable with hook can be manipulated attached, as at 24, to a lever 25, and the levers
to elevate the other end of the car body or truck 25 are fixed upon a horizontal shaft 26 suit
So that the other set-off rail can be situated be ably mounted for rotation in bearings 27 fixedly
25 neath the idler wheels at this same end of the car attached to an under part of the frame 08.
body or truck.
The levers 25 as disclosed are arranged Sub
In Fig. 10 of the drawings there is disclosed stantially diametrically opposite each other upon
a bottom plan view of a machine of modified con the horizontal shaft 26. A braking pedal (not
Struction including features of the invention. shown) for oscillating the horizontal shaft 26
30 The machine of Fig. 10 is of the character as is situated on the rotatable platform or deck 30
illustrated and described in my U. S. Patent No. upon the frame C8, there being suitable brak
2,083,460, for Excavating machine, granted June ing
indicated generally at 28, be
8, 1937, and includes a pair of electric mo tweenconnections,
said
braking
pedal and Said horizontal
tors 87 which are adapted to be actuated or shaft 26.
driven in either direction by electrical energy
One of the shafts 4, the one at the right
from a source (not shown), as, for example, from hand
side in Fig, 10, fixedly carries a bevel gear
a generator actuated by a prime mover Or in 29 which
meshes with a bevel gear 30 fixed
ternal combustion engine upon a rotatable plat
form or deck of the machine. Each electric mo upon a horizontal driven shaft 3, equivalent
to the horizontal driven shaft , extending lon
tor 07 is conveniently and rigidly secured to gitudinally
the car body or truck of the ma
the under side of the frame 08, equivalent to chine. Saidofhorizontal
driven shaft 3 is suit
the frame 5, of the car body or truck of the ably mounted in bearings
32 upon the under
machine, at location adjacent to an axle 09
of the frame 08.
to be driven. The axles 09 are suitably mounted side
The
horizontal driven shaft 3i fixedly carries
in bearings 0 on the frame 08 and fixedly
carry main traveling wheels . As shown, the spaced apart drive members or gears 33, equiva
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shaft of each electric motor 07 carries a pinion
f2 which meshes with a gear 3 fixed upon a
shaft 4 mounted in bearings 5 upon the
frame 8, and each shaft 4 also carries a
geal f6 which meshes with a gear fixed upon
an axle 09 to be driven. A clutch for making
and breaking connection between each electric
motor. Gil and the axle 09 driven thereby is

lent to the drive members or gears 8 and for
the same purpose, there being a drive member
or gear 33 at the inner side of each electric

motor f0.7 as illustrated. Said drive members

or gears 33 may be of the same general con- ;
Struction as the drive members or gears 87. The

drive members or gears f33 are, evidently, adapt

ed to be rotated in either direction by the elec
conveniently arranged upon the shaft 4 and is tric motor 0 at the right hand side of Fig. 10,
represented 8, and a shifter lever for each because Said drive members or gears are con
clutch 8 is represented 9. The clutches 8 nected to be directly driven by Said motor and

and the shifter levers 9 are for removing the the motor is reversible. While two drive mem
electric motors 0 from driving connection with bers or gears 33 are included, only one drive
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the front and rear axles O9, as when the ma member or gear such as 33 is necessary, as

chine is to be propelled by an attached machine. before set forth in connection with the drive

()

When the machine is to proceed under its own

members or gears 87. Evidently, the horizontal
power and drive the main track wheels
the driven shaft 3. can be connected to be pro
clutches 8 are positioned so that the electric pelled by both electric motorS 07, when this is
65 moto's 07 are drivingly connected to the axles considered desirable, in any Suitable manner.
09.
The machine of Fig. 10 includes two sets of
The electric motors 0 are of the reversing flanged idler wheels 34 arranged in pairs, the
type. Lead wires to said motors from the source flanged idler wheels 34 being equivalent to the
of electrical energy employed are indicated 20. flanged idler wheels 89 and being similarly situ
70 The machine of Fig. 10, is intended to include ated upon the car body - or truck relatively to
a prime mover or internal combustion engine such the main traveling Wheels thereof and to each
as 34 for operating all of the Working mecha other. Each idler wheel 34 is suitably and con
nisms of the machine in about the manner as veniently mounted, as at 35, in a bracket f36
hereinbefore described, but to propel the machine Secured to the frame 8, as at 37. The brackets
s electrically through the instrumentality of a
36 may be similar to the brackets, 9 and may
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bear the same relation to the frame 08 as said
bracketS 9 bear to the frame 5.
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in propelling relation thereto, means for selec
tively rotating said driven member in either di

The set-off rails 93 with the rack members rection, a rotatable drive gear fixed to Said driven

94 are adapted for use in connection with the member, idler wheels upon said truck, Set-Off

drive members or gears 33 and the flanged idler
wheels 34 in Substantially the manner as de
Scribed in connection with the drive members or

gears 8- and the flanged idler wheels 89, except
that the drive members or gears 33 are driven
- O in either direction by One of the electric motors

f and Said drive members or gears 33 are
brought to Stationary position by the brake 2

rails adapted to be laid across said main track 5
rails in Supporting relation to Said idler wheels,
a rack member adjacent Said set-off rails adapted
to be engaged by said rotatable drive gear, and
means for removing said driven member from
Operative connection. With Said main traveling 10
Wheels.

4. In a machine of the character described, a
truck including main traveling wheels for trans
The general manner in which the machine of portation of the truck along main track rails, a
5 Fig. 10 is elevated to and removed from the Set driven member upon said truck adapted to be 15
Off rails is Substantially the same as already connected to said main traveling wheels in propel
fully described. When the idler wheels 34 rest ling relation thereto, means for Selectively rotat
upon the set-off rails 93, the drive members ing said driven member in either direction, a
or gears 33 engage the rack members 94 in the rotatable drive gear fixed to said driven member,
general manner as hereinbefore described and idler wheels upon said truck, set-off rails adapted 20
about as disclosed in Fig. 8 Of the drawings. to be laid acroSS Said main track rails in support
Upon Operation of the electric motor to rotate ing relation to said idler wheels, a rack member
the horizontal driven shaft 3 in intended di adjacent Said set-off rails adapted to be engaged
rection, the drive members or gears 33 ride by said rotatable drive gear, and braking means
25
25 longitudinally over the rack members 94 toward for said driven member.
and to a side of the main track rails, the idler
5. A machine of the character described, com
Wheels 34 roll in corresponding direction longi prising a car body, a platform rotatably Sup
tudinally of the set-off rails 93, and the machine ported upon said car body, main traveling Wheels
is thus shifted off of the main track rails. When upon said car body adapted to travel upon main
30 the machine has reached desired position, the track rails, a prime mover upon said rotatable 30
electric motor is de-energized and the brake 2 platform for propelling said main traveling Wheels
is applied. The machine is placed back to posi in either direction, means upon said car body in
upon the shaft

4 driven by said electric motor.

tion over the main track rails by operation of

the electric motor in direction reverse to that
35 Which caused the machine to be removed from
Said main track rails. When the drive members

or gears 33 are being propelled to remove the
locomotive crane from the main track rails, the
gear shifters 9 may be situated to position

the gears

6 out of mesh with the gears it,

so that the main track wheels

Will be sta

tionary while the locomotive crane is being

shifted laterally.
What is claimed is:
45 1. In a machine of the character described,

a truck including main track. Wheels for trans
portation of the truck along main track rails,
a driven member upon Said truck adapted to be
connected to said main track Wheels in pro
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pelling relation thereto, a drive member upon

Said driven member, idler Wheels upon Said truck,
set-off rails adapted to be laid across Said main

cluded as a part of a driving connection between
said prime mover and said main traveling Wheels
adapted to be rotated in either direction by Said 35
prime mover, a drive gear fixed to rotate With
said means, idler wheels upon said car body, Set
of rails adapted to be laid across said main track
rails in supporting relation to Said idler wheels,

and a rack member adapted to be engaged by Said 40

drive gear When said idler Wheels are Supported
by said set-off rails.
6. A machine of the character described, Con

prising a car body, a platform rotatably supported
upon said car body, Working mechanism upon 45

said rotatable platform, main traveling wheels
upon said car body adapted to travel upon main
track rails, a prime nover upon Said rotatable
platform for driving said Working mechanism and
for propelling said main traveling Wheels in either 50
direction, means upon said car body included as a
part of a driving connection between said prime
mover and said main traveling wheels adapted to

track rails in supporting relation to Said idler
wheels, a rack member adapted to be engaged
be rotated in either direction by said prime mover,
55 by said drive member when said idler wheels a drive gear fixed to rotate with said means, idler
are supported by Said set-off rails, and means
wheels upon said car body, Set-Off rails adapted
for actuating the driven member.
2. In a machine of the character described, to be laid across said main track rails in Support
a truck including main traveling wheels for trans ing relation to said idler wheels, and a rack mem
ber adapted to be engaged by said drive gear when
60 portation of the truck along main track rails, said idler wheels are Supported by Said Set-Off
a driven member upon said truck adapted to
be connected to said main traveling Wheels in rails, said rack member being fixed relatively to
propelling relation thereto, means for selectively said main track rails and Said Set-Off rails.
7. In combination, a car body having idler
rotating said driven member in either direction,
Wheels and a rotatable drive gear, Set-Off rails
65 a rotatable drive gear fixed to Said driven mem
ber, idler wheels upon said truck, set-off rails adapted to support said idler Wheels, each Set-Off
adapted to be laid across Said main track rails rail consisting of a plurality of Separate sections
in supporting relation to Said idler Wheels, and hinged to each other end to end, and a rack men
a rack member adjacent said Set-Off rails adapt ber adjacent to at least one of said set-off rails
O ed to be engaged by said rotatable drive gear. and adapted to be engaged by Said rotatable drive
3. In a machine of the character described, gear when said idler Wheels are supported by said
a truck including main traveling wheels for Set-Off rails, said rack member consisting of a
transportation of the truck along main track plurality of separate sections each independently
rails, a driven member upon Said truck adapted secured to a separate section of Said adjacent
5 to be connected to said main traveling wheels Set-Off rail.
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8. In combination, a car body having idler

Wheels and a rotatable drive member, set-off rails

adapted to support said idler wheels, each set-Off
rail consisting of a plurality of Separate Sections
hinged to each other end to end, and a cooper
ating member adjacent to at least one of Said set
off rails and adapted to be engaged by said rotat

able drive member when said idler wheels are

Supported by Said set-off rails, said cooperating
member consisting of a plurality of separate Sec
tions each independently Secured to a separate
section of said adjacent set-off rail.
ROLF E. LJUNGKULL.
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